The operation of a computer can be conceptualised as a. large, discrete and constantly changing set of state information. However even for the simplest uni-processor the data set of such a model is very large and is subject to rapid change. We show how HASE provides an interactive animated display of a given computer system's components allowing visualization of the data set (and consequently the mechanisms employed by computer architects when designing a computer system). Simulation models of both the DLX and DASH architectures are discussed, demonstrating HASE'S suitability as a teaching tool for computer architecture students.
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The problem
In trying to understand the detailed operation of a computer, the computer science student must consider the constantly changing state of its individual components. One natural way to represent this state information is by means of a set of diagrams. However even for the simplest uni-processor the set of data to be conveyed by such means is very large (memory contents, cache contents and registers for example) and is subject to rapid change.
This presents the scientist with a problem -how to represent a large, ever changing set of state information with a sufficiently fine time resolution to be useful. Given these requirements it is natural to look for some form of tool to help with this data management job. Permission to make digitab'hard mpy of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the capyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To @py otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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of the main forms of output is an animation of the design window.
As the components of a computer can be treated very naturally as objects, HASE itself is based on the object oriented simulation language Sire++ [2] and an object oriented database management system, ObjectStore [3] .
The environment includes a design editor and object libraries appropriate to each level of abstraction in the hierarchy, plus instrumentation facilities to assist in the validation of the model. The overall structure of the HASE environment is shown in Figure 1 Support for the real-time annotation of an animation.
2.
A set of restrictive mouse-bindings which prevent the enduser of a demonstration system from accessing HASES lowlevel design functions.
3.
A method by which the end-user can easily change the initial contents of memories and registers. Before viewing the simulation the student has to select one of the three available branching policies and the type of description they require ( Figure 2 shows this dialog). During the simulation the student is able to display the contents of the memory, the register banks and the instructions queued in any of the pipeline stages, allowing the state of the architecture to be seen at any stage of the simulation.
A small piece of code (which comes in three forms, one for each of the branching policies) is supplied, which includes all relevant dependencies between instructions and sequences of instructions to illustrate the necessary principles. A set of textual annotations is also supplied with this code.
The Stanford DASH simulation
The DASH architecture [6] The problems outlined above for describing the operation of a uni-processor are further exacerbated in the case of a multiprocessor and thus a visual description of such a system is invaluable when explaining its operation.
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The Stanford DASH system offers a good platform with which to highlight the problems associated with the well known multi-processor multi-cache coherency problem.
The DASH simulation [7] takes advantage of HASES abstraction facilities by structuring the simulation model at three distinct hierarchical levels.
At the lowest level of abstraction individual memory requests can be seen traveling between the low level simulation entities such as processors, buses, caches and memory units (these requests are presented as a series of animated icons traveling along links connecting simulation entities). At this low level it is possible to display the cache memory contents and examine the setting of, say, valid or shared bits.
The medium level of abstraction shows some of the low level entities being grouped into composite entities representing higher level architectural constructs. For example the processor and its associated caches are grouped together into the processing node entity. This technique is useful in providing a mechanism for 'filtering' the amount of on-screen data presented to a user. At this medium level the filtering proves useful in allowing the user to examine the cluster's bus arbitration policy (only messages between a processing node and the bus are seen rather than all the related cache hitimiss information present at the lower level). Finally the highest level of abstraction deals with the interconnection of DASH clusters. At this level each cluster is represented by a single icon. This provides a convenient method for examining inter-cluster transactions.
One of HASE'S most powerful features is to allow the different levels of abstraction to be combined. This proves useful in examining how, say, the intra-cluster cache-coherency protocol (visible at the lowest level of simulation) interacts with the intercluster coherency mechanisms (visible at the higher level). 
Conclusions
We have shown that HASE provides an effective environment for the simulation and exploration of various types of computer architecture.
The animation facilities found in HASE prove useful for allowing the computer science student to visualise the mechanisms employed by computer architects when designing a computer system. This visual insight is complemented by the ability to filter out extraneous on-screen data by presenting architectures at multiple levels of abstraction. Furthermore animations can be textually annotated to draw the attention of the student to salient features of the architecture.
By combining these attributes of the HASE display with the ability to parameterise the animation taking place on-screen, the student may interactively experiment with the architectural model. For example this allows performance trade-offs to be examined.
